1974 honda ct70

This is an exception to Honda's usual practice of prefix letters indicating the bike family,
followed by engine size. The larger ST90 was produced from through The ST50 was reissued in ,
and produced through These 'JH2D' bikes are not listed in Honda Japan's production figures
above and are perhaps licensed production. As a general description, the ST-series bikes have
a bench-style saddle, small fat tires, and folding handle bars. They have an air-cooled 4-stroke
engine with either a 3-speed semi-automatic transmission , with an automatic centrifugal clutch
, or a 4-speed manual gearbox. The ST90 uses larger 3. For more detail about individual models,
see the accompanying Infoboxes and the External Links section below. Due to the diminutive
wheel-size and limited speed, the ST-series bikes do not always qualify as road-legal vehicles
and were sold in some markets for off-road recreation only. Their licensing status varies with
locale and time period during their nearly 40 years of existence. Honda's patents for the original
ST-series expired in , and replica bikes have become a popular export product for many
Chinese manufacturers such as Jincheng, Lifan, Panda, and Redcat. This car-scooter
combination was previously introduced by Honda in with the City car and Motocompo folding
scooter. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article may contain an excessive amount
of intricate detail that may interest only a particular audience. Please help by spinning off or
relocating any relevant information, and removing excessive detail that may be against
Wikipedia's inclusion policy. June Learn how and when to remove this template message. This
article may contain excessive or inappropriate references to self-published sources. Please help
improve it by removing references to unreliable sources where they are used inappropriately.
Retrieved Archived from the original on Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co.
Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda motorcycles
Minibikes. Hidden categories: Wikipedia articles that are excessively detailed from June All
articles that are excessively detailed Wikipedia articles with style issues from June All articles
with style issues Articles with self-published sources from June All articles with self-published
sources Commons category link is on Wikidata Articles with Japanese-language sources ja.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Dax. The CT70 served extremely well as an
off-road motorcycle. Sometimes referred to as a Honda Dax it was distinguished by a
pressed-steel "T-bone" frame, and equipped with folding handle-bars. It was small enough for
children to enjoy, but powerful enough to get an adult through the most rugged of trails.
Success of the CT70 was due its appeal as an entry level street legal motorcycle as well as its
portability and convenience. The compact CT70 weighs only about lbs and can easily fit into the
trunk of a car once it's adjustable handle bars are folded down it's sides, and the footpegs are
folded upwards. Today, the Honda CT70 is largely a collectors item for vintage motorcycle
enthusiasts. Many people who still own these bikes have made them their subject for a
restoration project. There are still many websites that cater to mini trail bike owners by selling
parts, offering technical help and giving users a place to talk about their beloved bikes.
Although it was discontinued in , this bike, along with other Honda trail bikes such as the Honda
Z50 , Honda CT90 , Honda CT and Honda ST90 was a true pioneer in its day, and paved the way
for all kinds of mini motorcycles and trail bikes for years to come. From CycleChaos. Honda
CT70 Manufacturer Honda. Honda CT70K0 Minitrail Honda CT70 Brochure. Honda CT 70
Brochure. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can help Cycle
Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need help. Western Power Sports.
Categories : Trail motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles s motorcycles s
motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles Street motorcycles 70cc displacement motorcycles
70cc 4-stroke motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder 4-stroke motorcycles
4-stroke motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page
was last edited on 23 November , at Chain: x86 [1]. Front: expanding brake drum brake Rear:
expanding brake drum brake. Honda GN4 10W Make Honda. Model CT. This is a Fun little Honda
CT70, The left handle bar has a slight "tweak" bend in it but doesn't hinder the operation of the
bike. Please see my additional comments and remarks under the "Condition Description", this
includes a much more detailed description. I also bought a new mirror I forgot to mention
above, as well as other misc. The handle bars fold down for easy transporting in cars and SUV's
etc. I hauled in my car. If you need to have this Honda 70 transported I recommend "UShip" they
have various transporters that travel the country and they send you bids on what they will
charge. Thank you for looking at my cute Honda CT Here is a barn find Id tag says Made in
Japan Honda CT But as you can see someone has put KTM stickers on it, By searching seems
by the tag number its a but again not sure, don't know anything about it, except by looking it
does have a newer motor but needs a throttle cable I also don't know if this is the way this was
made seeing that it doesn't have a head light or tail lights. I can try and answer any questions or

add more pictures but I'm sure anyone who knows Honda will know what this is. Bike is for sale
locally so we reserve the right to remove listing Thanks. Original Barn Find Honda Trail 70 Here
we have for sale a very cool original barn find Honda Trail 70 motorcycle with just over 2,
original miles. I found this bike tucked away in an old barn in the middle of nowhere California
where it had been sitting for many many years. It's been physically off of the road for a very
long time but it was stored indoors to help preserve the originality of the bike. That is what
makes this bike so special is that it's basically all original and untouched. It has a newer rear
tire and that's it. The original metallic orange metallic paint is in great shape. The paint has a
very nice shine to it and look great in the sun. The metallic shines nice and that's what makes
these early Hondas better looking because of the metallic paints that were offered in these
years. There is some minor scratches here and there on the bike, and on the chain guard on the
left side of the bike. The chrome on the bike is all original and in good shape for being
untouched. The rear fender is in great shape and the front fender is nice but it does have a little
bend on the left side edge on it. The headlight ears are straight and same as the handlebars.
They all appear to be original and unmolested. The controls on the bike are all original to it. The
headlight is in nice shape with a little scrape on the chrome bezel. The engine is in original
condition and looks great. There is little wear on the side covers from the low 2, miles that are
on the bike. The seat is even original but does have a couple of little tears near the edge of the
rear of the seat pan. The exhaust is straight and there is no rust through like Hondas typically
have on their exhaust. The chrome shield is in great shape too. Overall the chrome is
presentable, it doesn't look new, but have just a slight bit of patina that only time could create
on it. The decals are all original on the bike and look good. The main decals have a little wear on
them, it's very minor though. The wheels on the bike are original and have original paint on
them. They do have a bit of patina on them from sitting for so long. The wheels give the bike
some character and show that this bike has some age to it and is in fact original. The front tire
is original but it has some cracking in it. The rear tire is a replacement and has good tread on it.
The bike has just over 2, miles on it which is low low for a bike of this age. The bike runs good
and doesn't smoke. The carburetor was rebuilt and I put all new gas lines on it. The
transmission shifts good. All in all, this is a great original bike that you just don't find in this
condition everyday. They are only original once!!! I have an old California title that will go with
the bike. I have done my best to describe the bike to the best of my ability but given that it is an
old bike and I don't have all the history on it, I have to sell the bike as-is with no guarentees
given or implied. The bike is not perfect but since it's original, that is what gives it such beauty.
It even comes with the original Honda keys! I can store the bike at my house for up to a month
so that shipping arrangements can be made. I can possibly get a motorcycle pallet and strap the
bike to it if the winning buyers shipping company wants it on one. I only accept cash in person,
check or money order as acceptable forms of payment. Please contact me with any and all
questions that you might have. My phone number is Look at my other very nice original Honda
mini bikes for sale in my other auctions. Thanks for looking! Good Compression Needs
Restoration,worth my price in parts. Your local DMV office can provide title info for rebuilt
vintage motorcycles. We did not want to add to the cost of the bike to try to obtain a title for a
factory designated "offroad" vehicle. Advise shipping company this is a mini-bike not a
motorcycle which will reduce shipping costs. I have 3 Honda CT 70's for sale. They are in
excellent condition and have many spare parts that come with the lot. There has been some
restoration on some and you can see from the pictures that they are in really good shape. I can
provide more pictures if needed. The red is 3 spd auto has a title, orange is 3 spd auto, and the
red is 4 spd manual. The 4 spd has an aftermarket head but I have the original. This bike has a
kickstart issue - not sure of the fix but has resistance at bottom of the stroke - still starts fine could be a simple fix. All bikes run and most everything is operational. I have done a ton of work
and many new items on every bike. The orange has the original engine and is in working
condition but I purchased a honda CT 70 rebuild for it and it is currently on the bike. The
original comes with the bike and is complete. There are several original carbs that are in
excellent condition as well as a set of brand new aluminum rims and bridgestone street tires
that are in new condition. Please ask if you have any questions. I can send additional pictures if
needed and pics of additional parts. All bikes are garage kept. Bikes will be local pickup only - I
will be unable to help with shipping arrangements. The red is 3 spd auto, orance is 3 spd auto,
and the red is 4 spd. All bikes run fine and most everything is operational. They are all garage
kept bikes. Up for sale is a Honda ST This bike seems to be complete. The bike will start and
run, but will need carb cleaned to run perfect. This is original paint, except the fenders appear
repainted. This bike comes with the key and title, but the title is messed up. The title is already
signed and it appears that children have colored or drawn on it. The bike is in fair condition. The
headlight has a chip in the plastic. The tires how stress cracking. This is a good solid mini trail

to tune and ride or restore. This bike has miles. The brakes work fine. The exhaust is slid. The
original red paint and decals looks pretty good. The handle bars are straight and the controls
are intact. There is rust on the shocks. Please call at or email with any questions. Our home is
not semi-trailer or semi-truck accessible. International buyers are welcome. Nice original
survivor Honda Ct 70 Has some patina oxidation on chrome parts and some surface rust on
rims Tires dont have any cracks and are original All original down to tires except for
batteryRuns great, everything works as it shouldNo title, bill of sale only The ST "Super Trail"
series bike was distributed in , , and This Honda ST90 that is up for sale has been running,
functional, and maintained its whole life! Much love has been put into this machine!!! Do to how
much love the bike gives its rider! This bike starts right up easily!!! Overall width mm Overall
height 1,mm Wheel base 1,mm Weight: Dry weight 86kg lbs. Capacities: Engine Oil 1. Fuel tank
2. Fuel reserve tank 0. Passenger capacity Operator only Engine: Bore and stroke Compression
ratio 8. Contact breaker point gap 0. Spark plug gap 0. Valve tappet clearance 0. Tire size, front
pressure 3. Up for auction is a very nice all original Honda ST90 mini bike. This is a super nice
unrestored collector bike. It has the original tool kit , and manuals. Everything is there and
straight, no dents in fenders or body. This would make a great restoration bike or ride as is. It
starts right up , but wont run good off choke needs a good carb cleaning. I do have an extra
aftermarket carb that goes with it. Please do NOT bid if you cannot pick it up and or Pay for it.
Don't waste my time or yours. This is a really nice all original bike. Nice original survivor Honda
Ct 70 only Year made in black colorOne small tear on side of seat and it does have dry cracks
on tires but do not leakAll original down to tires except for batteryHave paperwork to get title
lost title form notarized from original owner also have original manual and California plateRuns
great, everything works as it should. This was a 3 year bike. They made these bikes from to In
they did the bikes in a single color-yellow. The decals appear to be original. The ST 90 is the big
brother to the CT70 and is less common to see in original condition with low miles. This bike
has adjustable handle bars, it ran three years ago when it was parked. There are no keys for it.
This mini trail is sold in as is condition. And is a local pick up. Buyer will get a bill of sale only
with the bike there is NO title available. New tires and brakes. I have recently gone thru this
classic bike and have been enjoying riding it with my wife all over the central coast line of
California. Many people stop you and ask about this bike. I have California pink slip and non-op
registration in hand. Bike 2- Honda S with Lifan cc new motor. Bike looks and runs perfectly.
Luggage rack on back. Original front fender. New Paint, new seat, new shocks, new tires and
brakes. Runs like a champ. Have California Pink slip and registration in hand. Prepped for
painting. I only buy California bikes so very minimal rust. Frame is painted some bikes our
customers choice in color Almost all parts are original honda parts unless I am unable to locate.
The engine is completely gone thru and tested. Rebuild heads, new piston and rings. During
reassembly process of bikes, all get new brakes, tires if needed, cables lubricated, any parts
that need replaced get replaced. Bikes are tested and driven, usually take in our SUV fits perfect
on a nice California Coast mini vacation with my wife on the back. Thanks for your interest.
Sincerely, Bryan Beach good ole' Honda Dude. Thousand Oaks, CA. Carthagena, OH.
Ridgefield, WA. Winter Springs, FL. Olmos Park, TX. North Fork, CA. Morristown, TN. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Ct Category - Engine 72 Posted
Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda
Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Honda 8. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model CT. You are bidding on TWO Honda
CT70s for one price in very good, actively running condition having been used very little beyond
the drive way for the past 5 years anyway. Both bikes are ready to and hit the trails and are
patiently waiting in protected garage until you decide to own them both. Also included are titles,
owners manual, service manual, and of course keys, for both bikes. In addition I'm throwing in
one 2x4 wooden constructed transport insert fitting a Toyota Tacoma truck bed, but only set up
to transport one bike at a time. Pick up is preferred, but will lose a day of work making myself
available for freight pick up if necessary, must be picked up before August please, thank you for
your interest. Model Ct. I found all the pieces its was missing online in canada like the headlight
and headlight bucket. Runs and drives well. All original. I have a new seat cover that goes with
it. All original grey cables. Its the ct70H 4 speed with clutch. Condition: as is, does run. History:
Honda trail 70 Barn find, no title. Shipping: pick at Location: Largo, FL. Payment: PayPal. This is
a beautifully restored Candy Sapphire Blue 3 speed automatic. Runs great and looks even
better. Bike has been restored, but in tasteful fashion. There are many original parts that are in
good shape that were left on this restored bike. I will do my best to give a complete and
thorough description. Please look at all the pictures I have provided and ask any questions you
might have before placing a bid. The bike starts right up drives straight and shifts smoothly.
The horn, high and low beam, brake light, and speedo all work as intended. The chrome is in

great shape for its age and is exceptionally clean. The fenders and engine guard are the original
chrome and were polished back to their current state. Although the chrome is not perfect it
shows very well. I did polish the triple clamp, points cover and cam chain cover with Mothers
polish to clean them up. The seat cover is new and the seat pan had no cracks and only needed
painting. The cables are all original and in nice condition and function as intended. You will also
receive 2 keys. Now a few more detailsâ€¦â€¦the paint, decals and new tires and inner tubes
were done at Trail-Buddy in Zeeland, Michigan in December The paint is flawless and is the
same as the original color. The Nitto tires that have minimal sidewall cracking that came off the
bike will be included in this sale. There are many new parts that are original Honda OEM to
make this look like the day it was built. Every attempt was made to keep this bike just like it was
when purchased new, just freshened with paint, decals and fresh wiring harness. The
speedometer is original and the only thing replaced were a couple of burned out bulbs and a
new seal between the unit and the headlight bucket. A new Honda OEM wiring harness and
ignition switch with two keys was installed to repair the original wiring that was worn and a
sticky ignition that only had one key. The original loose bearings in the front fork were removed
and replaced with a sealed set by Trail-Buddy after it was painted. The original rear shock cover
tubes were repainted along with the chain guard. I liked the chrome chain cover and installed it,
but the newly painted sapphire blue chain guard will come with purchase. The handle bars and
knobs are original, just a little polish to bring out the luster. All new gas supply lines were
installed and the carburetor rebuilt including the fuel filter screen. A new OEM air filter canister
with chrome covers were installed. I installed an aftermarket billet kick stand, but I will also
include the original kick stand. This bike also comes with the very nice rear rack. The pictures
detail the current condition of the bike. The motor has a fresh tune-up including a new spark
plug and spark plug wires. The oil was just changed using Quaker State 10W Once you look at
all the photos, feel free to ask any questions. It is available for inspection prior to auction end.
This bike has been owned by me for several years. I bought it from a collector in Washington
state with a bill of sale. It was a bike I always wanted since I was a kid. I will provide the buyer
with a bill of sale. Overall I think this bike will make any collector proud. Happy Bidding!
NOTE:The photo of the right side was taken prior to the side decal being installed. The decal is
present in other right side photos. In addition, the engine number on this bike is CT70E It is a
rare thing to ever see an actual number matching bike, this one is unusual since the engine
number is lower than the frame. The collector I bought this from told me the original owner
stated that engine had a problem and the dealer had replaced the motor at no charge under
warranty. It is still a motor on this early production number bike check Honda I am trying to fully
disclosure everything I know about this bike so the winning bidder will have no surprises. I have
pictures of the original Silver Tag that was on the bike before it was painted. Unfortunately, the
tag was destroyed in the paint stripping process. An identical reproduction tag was installed,
but again, it is not the original. Final payment must be received within 7 days of end of auction.
The bike will not be released until all payments clear. I will give any reasonable assistance with
the pickup of the motorcycle. Can pickup in person. If you are looking for a trail 70 easy
restoration to show room or a bike to ride for many years to come. Look No Further! I bought
this bike in Anchorage Alaska in the late 80's with miles on it. I am the second owner and rode
the bike a few miles each year. Brought it to Minnesota in My wife rode this bike and I have a
trail 90 this one is listed on Ebay also and we would ride a few miles at our cabin each year. Last
licensed in Clear Minnesota title. Starts first kick. Just got it running again sitting with the gas
these days is sure to gum up the carb. New battery. Runs great with after market carb on bike at
present. OEM carb included. All Original! Even has original tires. The original owner engraved
the serial number several places on the bike frame. A minimum of work and this bike would be
showroom quality. It was always stored inside and is overall excellent condition. Paint and
chrome are great. Phone with any questions. Call and we can talk about delivery options. This is
a rare Honda CT70 Orange. I am told this is the first year of the four speeds. Was restored.
Starts on first kick and runs well. I would say on a scale of for a restoration it's is 7. If someone
wanted to dial it in a little more it would be a perfect example. I am selling "as is". I would rather
not make subjective representations. I represent it starts on first kick and runs nice. As for
cosmetic condition you judge from yourself from the attached photographs. Miles are unknown.
This is a Fun little Honda CT70, The left handle bar has a slight "tweak" bend in it but doesn't
hinder the operation of the bike. Please see my additional comments and remarks under the
"Condition Description", this includes a much more detailed description. I also bought a new
mirror I forgot to mention above, as well as other misc. The handle bars fold down for easy
transporting in cars and SUV's etc. I hauled in my car. If you need to have this Honda 70
transported I recommend "UShip" they have various transporters that travel the country and
they send you bids on what they will charge. Thank you for looking at my cute Honda CT Up for

sale we have a Honda CT mini trail. I had the original 70 motor built to a and made the trans a
four speed automatic. Everything is new in motor. I also added gas rear shocks. The wheel
bearings are also new. It is a stroker with a upgraded clutch. It is one down and three up on
trans. The bike is dependable and fast. Gearing has been changed and new street tires added.
All lights and horn work. The paint is original and very presentable. I have put around miles on
bike since rebuilding it. Buyer responsible for pickup. The bike has a clean California title and is
registered for street now. No international buyers. Any questions call I have 2 other CT70 parts
bikes to go with it. Arizona bike, No Rust on frame and good paint.. Great project. Parts bikes
have everything needed. There is twice that much in parts alone.. Buyer is responsible for
shipping. No Titles. Bill of sale provided. Original Barn Find Honda Trail 70 Here we have for
sale a very cool original barn find Honda Trail 70 motorcycle with just over 2, original miles. I
found this bike tucked away in an old barn in the middle of nowhere California where it had
been sitting for many many years. It's been physically off of the road for a very long time but it
was stored indoors to help preserve the originality of the bike. That is what makes this bike so
special is that it's basically all original and untouched. It has a newer rear tire and that's it. The
original metallic orange metallic paint is in great shape. The paint has a very nice shine to it and
look great in the sun. The metallic shines nice and that's what makes these early Hondas better
looking because of the metallic paints that were offered in these years. There is some minor
scratches here and there on the bike, and on the chain guard on the left side of the bike. The
chrome on the bike is all original and in good shape for being untouched. The rear fender is in
great shape and the front fender is nice but it does have a little bend on the left side edge on it.
The headlight ears are straight and same as the handlebars. They all appear to be original and
unmolested. The controls on the bike are all original to it. The headlight is in nice shape with a
little scrape on the chrome bezel. The engine is in original condition and looks great. There is
little wear on the side covers from the low 2, miles that are on the bike. The seat is even original
but does have a couple of little tears near the edge of the rear of the seat pan. The exhaust is
straight and there is no rust through like Hondas typically have on their exhaust. The chrome
shield is in great shape too. Overall the chrome is presentable, it doesn't look new, but have just
a slight bit of patina that only time could create on it. The decals are all original on the bike and
look good. The main decals have a little wear on them, it's very minor though. The wheels on
the bike are original and have original paint on them. They do have a bit of patina on them from
sitting for so long. The wheels give the bike some character and show that this bike has some
age to it and is in fact original. The front tire is original but it has some cracking in it. The rear
tire is a replacement and has good tread on it. The bike has just over 2, miles on it which is low
low for a bike of this age. The bike runs good and doesn't smoke. The carburetor was rebuilt
and I put all new gas lines on it. The transmission shifts good. All in all, this is a great original
bike that you just don't find in this condition everyday. They are only original once!!! I have an
old California title that will go with the bike. I have done my best to describe the bike to the best
of my ability but given that it is an old bike and I don't have all the history on it, I have to sell the
bike as-is with no guarentees given or implied. The bike is not perfect but since it's original, that
is what gives it such beauty. It even comes with the original Honda keys! I can store the bike at
my house for up to a month so that shipping arrangements can be made. I can possibly get a
motorcycle pallet and strap the bike to it if the winning buyers shipping company wants it on
one. I only accept cash in person, check or money order as acceptable forms of payment.
Please contact me with any and all questions that you might have. My phone number is Look at
my other very nice original Honda mini bikes for sale in my other auctions. Thanks for looking!
Original Honda Trail 70 Original Miles! Here we have for sale a beautiful all original Honda Trail
This is about a good as you can get for rare, low mileage Honda's. You never ever see black
Honda Trail 70's and surely you never see them with original miles and as clean and untouched
as this one. This has been one of the highlights of my collection but times have changed and I
have to sell off some of my nice bikes. This was bought from the original owners family who
bought it brand new here in Reno in The lady who owned it never rode the bike and always kept
it under cover here in the dry Nevada desert. The bike is all original and is beautiful condition.
This black Honda is a work of art in my opinion. I love to display this bike in my shop. I have
taken it to shows and it has been the hit because people have never seen Honda 70's. The 70
runs and rides like when it was brand new, which was only miles ago. This bike runs like a
champ and idles like a well oiled sewing machine. It pretty special to hear how crisp the throttle
response is. The bike is untouched since the day is was sold. Everything on the bike except the
battery is original. I have the original Honda battery if needed. The black paint is very nice! It
does show imperfections in it, like scuffs but black paint will do that. The decals are all in great
shape! The chrome is like new and in near mint condition. The seat is perfect and doesn't have
one flaw in it. The handlebars and controls are all like new and are straight. The exhaust is in

very very nice shape and the chrome is bright and shiny on it. The wheels are very nice with
original tires. They do have some cracks in them. The wheels have a slight amount of patina on
them. The electical all works except the headlight. It has come on before. It could be a bad
connection in the bulb not sure. The original tool kit is perfect and comes with the bike. The
cables and rubber on the bike are like new and original. The headlight ears are bent not sure
how that happened. There is some scraps on the right side turn signals too. The bike rides
wonderfully like a brand new Honda There is patina here and there on the bike but it is in
exceptional original condition and is completely untouched, do not miss out on this super rare
all original Honda. I am selling some really nice Honda mini bikes. So check my other auctions! I
only accept cash, check, or money order for forms of payment. I can store the Honda for up to a
month so that shipping arrangements can be made. I can get a motorcycle pallet if needed.
Please ask any and all questions that you might have before bidding, my phone number is I do
NOT have a title for the Honda. Again, I do not have a title for the bike. I will send a bill of sale
and the original owner manual to the new owner. I do have contacts to get a Nevada title if the
new buyer wants. I can put the winning bidder in contact with the company here if they want.
This one features the 3 speed auto, no clutch, 72cc overhead cam engine. This specimen was
purchased a few months ago from a gentlemen in Ravenna, Ohio who was the original owner. It
has been completely nut and bolt restored, there is not a spec of rust on it, it starts, runs and
rides just like it did in , all electrical accesories work, all Honda NOS parts were used, including
the seat and mufflers, it was done right! No aftermarket parts, the bike was repainted
professionally and factory decals applied, but unfortunately, the headlight bucked was cracked
during assembly, so it was replaced with an NOS one, that's why the slight difference in color. I
have put about 50 miles on the bike since I've had it, bought for my 14 year old daughter who
rode it twice and decided it wasn't fun anymore. Anyone who buys this bike will enjoy it, it
currently is showing miles but was restored at , will probably go another too! No title, bill of sale
owner, has the original Honda key, was purchased originally in Michigan in The Vintage STP
sticker can be easily removed, is not hiding anything! I ride it around the neighborhood and
have had it up to 35 mph and I weigh lbs! Bike is also listed on the Lexington Craigslist, you can
get my contact information there if you would like to discuss. It is a blast from the past, check
out my feedback, I do NOT sell junk. Good luck bidding! Information is provided to the best of
our knowledge and that of the owners of the v
gray chevy hhr
2001 chevy prizm fuse box diagram
95 jeep cherokee xj
ehicles and equipment, and we make no warranty or representation regarding the accuracy,
truth, or reliability of such information. We cannot be responsible for any errors, omissions, or
inaccuracies contained in information provided by third parties. Flexus Enterprises Corp. Any
such fees and taxes shall be paid by Buyer. You may reach us at if you have further questions.
All eq uipment and vehicles are sold as is where is. Thousand Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO.
Olmos Park, TX. Cheyenne, WY. Rock Springs, WY. Dix Hills, NY. Earleville, MD. Alert
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